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a b s t r a c t

RuO2 nanoparticles are synthesized by Instant method using Li2CO3 as stabilizing agent, under microwave
irradiation at 60 ◦C and investigated for the anodic oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and for their super-
capacitance properties in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium. Structural and morphological characterizations of RuO2

are investigated by in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetric analysis (TG-DTA), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS) and Raman spectroscopy. The TEM
images of as prepared material show the uniform distribution of RuO2 nanoparticles with mean diam-
eter of ca. 1.5 nm. Analysis on as prepared material indicates the structural formula as [RuO2·2.6H2O]
0.7H2O with low crystallinity. The influence of annealing temperature on RuO2 is studied in light of elec-
trocatalytic activity for oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and capacitance. Electrochemical performances
of RuO2 electrodes are followed by current–potential curves, galvanostatic charge–discharge cycles and
evolved oxygen measurements. The amount of oxygen gas evolved during the OER by the crystalline RuO2
is found to be consistent with the electrical energy supplied to the catalyst. The cyclic voltammogram of
RuO2 exhibits the typical capacitance behavior with highly reversible nature. The specific capacitance of
hydrous RuO2 is found to be 737 F g−1 at the scan rate of 2 mV s−1, by the balanced transport of proton
through the structural water and electron transport along dioxo bridges, which makes a suitable mate-
rial for energy storage. The specific capacitance decreases with increase in the crystallinity of RuO2. The
present study shows the potential method to synthesize rapid and uniform nano particles of RuO2 for

perca
water electrolysis and su

. Introduction

The search for new electrocatalysts, especially DSA-type anodes
as been greatly responsible for the advances in electrocatalysis [1].
reat effort has been put into the development of new electrocat-
lysts capable of selectively catalyzing the four-electron reaction
or water oxidation. Advanced water electrolysers using proton
xchange membranes (PEM) are less common and generally utilize
t, Ir, Ru, Au, Ag, Rh based materials. Oxygen evolution reaction
OER) occurs on noble metal electrodes and the oxides of noble

etals are normally more active. Generally, the oxides are more
table than metals, especially when used as anode, as they cannot
e further oxidized easily. Basic studies on the surface structure-
lectrochemical reactivity relationship of conducting metal oxides

ave been carried out due to their wide importance in electrochem-

stry. Due to high electrochemical performance, ruthenium oxide
RuO2) and iridium oxide (IrO2) have been extensively investigated
s anodes for O2 evolution in acidic medium [2–5].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 5 49 36 64 14; fax: +33 5 49 45 35 80.
E-mail address: steve.baranton@univ-poitiers.fr (S. Baranton).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.11.149
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© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

RuO2 exhibits interesting properties such as low resistivity,
high chemical and thermodynamic stability under electrochemi-
cal environment. Non stoichoimetric RuOx shows better catalytic
performance by supplying the sites to adsorb the hydroxyl radicals
from water. The well-known application of RuO2 is as an electrode
in energy storage electrochemical supercapacitors [6]. Among the
many transition metal oxides, the most success has been achieved
using RuO2 for supercapacitors due to its advantages of a wide
potential window of highly reversible redox reactions, long life
cycle and metallic type conductivity [7]. In particular, RuO2 has
very high stability and low overpotentials for O2 and Cl2 produc-
tion [8]. It may also be advantageous for H2 production and not
very susceptible to contamination by metal deposition or organic
molecules [9].

Various methods for the synthesis of RuO2 were developed, such
as sol–gel method [10], polyol method [11], Adams fusion method
[12], etc. The focus on RuO2 thin films by MOCVD method [13],

spray pyrolysis [14], spin coating [15], RF magnetron sputtering
[16], pulse-laser deposition [17], colloidal method [18], etc. had
also been described by many researchers. Despite of its exten-
sive use in industry and its potential applications, the synthesis
of the RuO2 by a method giving high yield at the expense of less

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.11.149
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
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For the specific capacitance measurement, 1.5 �L of an ink which
contains 1 mL ultrapure water, 0.1 mL of Nafion solution 5 wt% in
A. Devadas et al. / Journal of Po

umber of precursors in less duration needs to be probed. The
icrowave heating, which is rapid, easy and very energy efficient,

as been used for a lot of applications over the two last decades [19].
ecent studies on the preparation of Ruthenium oxide-multi walled
arbon nanotube (MWCNT) composites have been performed by
icrowave irradiation [20,21]. Significant enhancement in specific

apacitance of RuO2/MWCNT composites has been obtained via
icrowave method. A simple synthetic procedure called “Instant
ethod” involving the basic hydrolysis of H2PtCl6 with Li2CO3 and

ifferent types of carbon support for the preparation of Pt nanopar-
icles was proposed and patented by Reetz et al. [22] and Reetz and
opez [23]. This method is of great interest, because it is fast, espe-
ially without using an organic stabilizer and the synthesis takes
lace in water.

In the present study, a fundamental investigation on RuO2 mate-
ials prepared by the “Instant method” assisted by microwave
rradiation is explored. For this synthesis of RuO2 nanoparticles,
i2CO3 is used as the stabilizing agent and treated under microwave
rradiation at 60 ◦C. The prepared compounds are investigated for
he OER and for supercapacitance applications in 0.5 M H2SO4

edium. The prepared RuO2 compounds are characterized by
n situ XRD, TG-DTA, TEM and Raman analysis. The effect of thermal
reatment on the structure and performance of RuO2 as catalyst for
nodic oxygen evolution and as material for supercapacitance is
xplored. The RuO2 nanoparticles prepared using microwave tech-
ique is expected to have better catalytic performance toward OER.
relationship between structure and electrochemical properties
ill then be proposed by measuring the specific capacitance and

he amount of evolved oxygen for a specified time.

. Experimental

.1. Preparation of RuO2 by Instant method

RuCl3·xH2O (Alfa, 99.9%) and Li2CO3 (Sigma–Aldrich, 99%) were
mployed as the precursors. The calculated amount of RuCl3·xH2O
olution is added dropwise to 50 mL of solution containing Li2CO3,
nder stirring of 500 rpm. The final mixture was prepared to have
.01 M RuCl3·xH2O and 0.04 M Li2CO3. The pH of the mixture was
aintained between 9 and 10. The mixture was treated under
icrowave irradiation (oven MARS 5, CEM Corporation) with the

ower of 400 W for 20 min, by keeping the temperature at 60 ◦C.
or comparison, the material was also prepared by classical heat-
ng route. Classical method involves heating the mixture to 60 ◦C
or 6 h, with a temperature controlled hot plate with stirring under
00 rpm. The synthesized oxide nanoparticles were separated from
olution by centrifugation (Sigma, 2-16PK) under 15,000 rpm at
0 ◦C. The product was washed using water–ethanol mixture, until
ree of chloride and then dried at 80 ◦C. The classical and microwave
ssisted synthesized materials were designated as R-C-80 and
-M-80, respectively. The R-M-80 was annealed at different tem-
eratures in air with the ramp rate of 3 ◦C min−1, namely, 200 ◦C,
50 ◦C and 600 ◦C for 1 h and referred hereafter as R-M-200, R-M-
50 and R-M-600, respectively.

.2. Physical and physicochemical characterizations

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out using
thermobalance Q600 DTA instrument. The measurements were
one by heating the sample from 25 to 700 ◦C with a heating rate

f 10 ◦C min−1 under the air flow of 100 mL min−1. In situ X-ray
iffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a X-ray diffractometer
Brucker, D 8 Advance) with copper target (K� = 1.5405 Å) pow-
red at 40 kV and 40 mA. The analysis was performed by heating
he sample from room temperature up to 600 ◦C, with a ramp of
ources 196 (2011) 4044–4053 4045

10 ◦C min−1 under air atmosphere. The measurements were car-
ried out in the 2� range of 10◦–70◦ in step mode of 0.06◦ and a
fixed acquisition time of 5 s step−1. Raman spectra for the samples
were recorded using a Raman confocal microscope HORIBA JOBIN
YVON HR800 UV, attached with an internal laser He–Ne emitting
with a wavelength of 632.81 nm and a CCD detector. Surface mor-
phology was examined using transmission electron microscope
(JEOL 2100, UHR, 200KV) and the qualitative analysis of the sam-
ples was made by EDS analyzer equipped with a LaB6 filament.
The mean particle size and size distribution were determined by
measuring the diameter of 250 isolated particles using ImageJ free
software.

2.3. Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical measurements were carried out in a stan-
dard three electrode electrochemical cell. A glassy carbon plate was
used as the counter electrode and the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE) as reference electrode, which was connected through a luggin
capillary to the working electrode compartment. A solution of 0.5 M
H2SO4 (Merck, Suprapur) in ultrapure water (Milli-Q, Millipore,
18.2 M� cm) was used as the electrolyte. All the potentials were
referred to that of the RHE. The polished glassy carbon as the work-
ing electrode with 0.071 cm2 geometric surface area was used. The
voltage–current density curves were recorded using a high power
potentiostat (VoltaLab PGZ 402) connected with a computer, to
apply current sequences as well as to store data. Anodes were pre-
pared from the ink consisting of 10 mg of prepared material in 1 mL
of H2O + 0.1 mL of Nafion (5 wt% in aliphatic alcohol from Aldrich).
For recording the polarization curves, the working electrode was
prepared by depositing 5 �L of the ink on the polished glassy-
carbon electrode (0.64 mgcatalyst cm−2) and the electrochemical
measurement was recorded at fixed scan rate of 10 mV s−1. Before
each experiment, the electrolyte was purged by bubbling nitrogen
(U quality) for 15 min and the nitrogen atmosphere was maintained
in the electrochemical cell for the experiment.

2.4. O2 evolution measurement

A conventional three-electrode electrochemical cell was
equipped with gas recuperation on the top. An integrated appa-
ratus is designed, to quantify gas-volumetric (GV) measurements
in the reaction. The reactor is coupled to a self assembled spiral
tube water reservoir and a collection chamber with a calibrated
microbalance (accuracy of 0.1 mg). The volume of evolved O2 during
the reaction was quantified by water displacement through a spiral
water reservoir connected to the cell. In particular, such equipment
is useful to quantify the molecular oxygen produced in micro level.
The working electrode was prepared by depositing 25 �L of the
ink (0.2275 mgcatalyst) on the polished rectangular gold electrode
of 1 × 0.5 cm2 geometric surface area for this study.

2.5. Specific capacitance studies

In the three electrode electrochemical cell, the capacitive cur-
rent density measurements were carried out with a glassy carbon
plate as counter electrode and the RHE as reference electrode.
aliphatic alcohol and 10 mg of ruthenium oxide compound, was
deposited on the polished 3 mm diameter glassy carbon electrode,
yielding 0.0136 mg of the material. The cyclic voltammograms were
recorded from 0.3 to 1.2 V vs. RHE at different scan rates in 0.5 M
H2SO4 medium.
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. Results and discussion

.1. Structural characterization

The as prepared catalyst (R-M-80) is characterized by in situ
RD, TEM, Raman and TG-DTA.

.1.1. X-ray diffraction measurements
XRD pattern of R-M-80 is shown in Fig. 1. The absence of well

efined diffraction peaks for R-M-80 implies that the formed RuO2
s poorly crystalline. It can be assumed that the particle sizes of
-M-80 are very low, which might have escaped from X-ray diffrac-
ion. The structural change of R-M-80 with annealing temperature
as followed using in situ X-ray diffraction and the correspond-

ng diffractograms are depicted in Fig. 1. Thermal treatment of the
-M-80 up to 200 ◦C, did not lead to any drastic changes in XRD
attern (Fig. 1 inset). When the temperature is raised to 350 ◦C,
harp well defined peaks located at 28◦, 35◦ and 54◦ correspond-
ng to crystalline RuO2 (1 1 0), (1 0 1) and (2 1 1) orientations are
learly observed, indicating long-range crystalline order. Earlier, it
as observed that complete crystalline phase of ruthenium oxide

s obtained at relatively high annealing temperatures (300 ◦C) [7].
t was also reported that by the electrostatic spray deposition (ESD)
24], the formation of crystalline phase RuO2 thin film occurred at
00 ◦C. The diffractogram of RuO2 material prepared by the “Instant
ethod” have the prominent peak at 35◦ of (1 0 1) plane. However,

ased on the broadness of XRD peak at 35◦, the crystallite size (D)
as been calculated using the Scherrer equation (1).

= 0.9�

ˇ1/2 cos �
(1)

here � is the wavelength (Å) of characteristic X-ray applied, ˇ1/2
s the line broadening at full width half the maximum intensity
FWHM) in radians.

The mean crystallite sizes obtained using Scherrer’s formula
s a function of calcination temperature are shown in Fig. 2. The
alculated crystallite size is found to be approximately 1.4 nm for
he sample R-M-80, which is in agreement with the particle size
btained from TEM measurements (Fig. 3A and B). When the sam-

le is annealed to 200 ◦C, the crystallite size slightly increased to
.7 nm. Further increase in temperature to 250 ◦C leads to sub-
tantial increase in the crystallite size which accounts to 14 nm. At
50 ◦C, it is found to be 19 nm. The aggregation of the nanoparticles
ccurred as most of the water molecules are lost before this tem-
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ig. 1. In situ XRD pattern of R-M-80 sample upon annealing in air. *Sample holder;
Lithium ruthenium oxide; characteristic peaks of RuO2 from JCPDS 88-322 are
hown as lines.
Annealing temperature (°C)

Fig. 2. Crystallite size calculated using Scherrer equation from XRD peak at 35◦ (2�).

perature. It was reported that the absence of structural water may
result in the coalescence and growth of ruthenium oxide nanoparti-
cles to form larger crystals [25]. The crystals might have grown and
its size is calculated to be 23 nm, when the annealed temperature
increased up to 600 ◦C (Fig. 2).

The presence of peaks corresponding to lithium ruthenium
oxide (JCPDS 85-2001) can be observed in the diffractogram after
annealing at 350 ◦C (Fig. 1). These peaks may be due to the lithium
residue associated during the preparation of the ruthenium oxide
compound (Section 2.1).

In order to check the possibility of formation of the RuO2 crys-
talline phases at lower temperatures, in situ XRD patterns have also
been measured under oxygen atmosphere. The results illustrated
that there is no notable difference in the temperature for the for-
mation of crystalline RuO2 with the annealing atmospheres being
either air/oxygen (not shown). Thus the distinct samples are cho-
sen for further characterizations by annealing R-M-80 at different
temperature and designated as R-M-200, R-M-350 and R-M-600 at
200 ◦C, 350 ◦C and 600 ◦C respectively.

3.1.2. TEM measurements
The homogeneous distribution of particle size is observed from

TEM images of R-M-80 (Fig. 3A), which is clearly seen in the his-
togram (Fig. 3B). The average diameter of RuO2 particles are in the
order of 1.5 nm. EDS analysis reveals the atomic ratio of Ru/O is
higher than 2 for R-M-80, which substantiates the formation of
hydrous RuO2 and is supported by thermogravimetric analyses.
Moreover, HRTEM of R-M-80 clearly shows the partially crystalline
nature of RuO2 (Fig. 3C). The distance between the lattice fringes
of R-M-80 is found to be 0.25 nm, which coincides with the dis-
tance calculated from the XRD peak position at 35◦ (Fig. 1). After
a heat treatment at 200 ◦C (R-M-200) uniform RuO2 nanoparticles
remain as observed on Fig. 4A. The TEM image for the material R-
M-350 shows the nanostructures of RuO2 crystals in Fig. 4B. These
RuO2 nanostructures have the particle size varying between 7 nm
and 18 nm. Due to the annealing temperature, the water molecules
in hydrous form are removed and well defined crystals of RuO2 are
obtained, as shown in the HRTEM image of the R-M-350 (Fig. 4C).
It is in agreement from the EDS analysis of R-M-350, that the
atomic ratio of Ru/O is found to be around 2, which implies that the
obtained oxide of Ruthenium is RuO2. The TEM image of R-M-600

shows the aggregation of nanoparticles in Fig. 4D.

3.1.3. Raman spectroscopy
The Raman spectrum of the sample R-M-80 (Fig. 5) shows three

major Raman features, namely the Eg, A1g and B2g modes, centred at
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evolution almost at the same potential and becomes inactive at
ig. 3. (A) TEM images of R-M-80, (B) related histogram of particle size distribution
nd (C) HRTEM for R-M-80.

01 cm−1, 619 cm−1 and 677 cm−1, respectively. Based on Raman-
ctive phonon frequencies predicted by group theory [26], the
ingle crystal of Rutile type RuO2 has the characteristic spectrum
ith four bands at 528 cm−1, 646 cm−1 and 716 cm−1 for Eg, A1g and
2g modes, respectively. Generally, the Raman spectra of thin films
re considerably different than those of the single crystal features.
ue to the low annealing temperature, the extent of red shift in
aman spectra is found to be higher for R-M-80. This result clearly
ources 196 (2011) 4044–4053 4047

demonstrates the formation of poorly crystalline RuO2 nanoparti-
cles or small crystallites of RuO2 in as prepared material (R-M-80)
and the XRD measurement indicates a poor crystallinity of this
sample.

Raman analysis for the annealed samples shows the peak sharp-
ening and significant shift in the peak position. The Raman bands
for the samples R-M-200 is observed at 504 cm−1, 622 cm−1 and
682 cm−1, whereas they are shifted to 507 cm−1, 626 cm−1 and
688 cm−1 for R-M-350 (Fig. 5). As the particle sizes are increasing,
the band positions in Raman spectra are also found to be shifted.
This shift in the peak position can be associated with the change in
crystallite sizes of RuO2 (as observed from TEM images) and in the
level of crystallinity of the material [26]. The shift in peak positions
of these bands are closer to the characteristic bands reported for
RuO2 aerogels by Ryan et al. [27].

3.1.4. Thermogravimetric analysis
The TGA of R-M-80 shows a total weight loss of ca. 40 wt%

when increasing the temperature from 25 ◦C to 700 ◦C (Fig. 6A). The
weight loss is observed in three distinct temperature regions. The
first weight loss with a broad endothermic peak around 60–70 ◦C,
is assigned to the physically adsorbed water. A drastic weight loss
(ca. 32 wt%) in the temperature range of 100–350 ◦C, occurred with
an exothermic nature (Fig. 6A). This weight loss can be assigned
to loss of structurally or chemically bounded water molecules [21].
There is a small weight loss (ca. 0.7 wt%) between 350 ◦C and 700 ◦C.
Thus, the removal of structural water, in the temperature range
from 100 ◦C to 700 ◦C, resulted in 35% of weight loss. This equals
to 2.6 mol of water molecules per mole of RuO2. The physically
adsorbed water in the temperature range from 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C led
to a weight loss of 7%, which corresponds to 0.69 mol of water per
mole of hydrous RuO2. From TGA, the structural formula of R-M-80
can be derived as [RuO2·2.6H2O] 0.7H2O. The TG analysis of R-M-
200 (Fig. 6B) presented around 10% of total weight loss with 1.7%
below 100 ◦C and 8.3% from 100 ◦C to 700 ◦C. The structural water is
found to be 0.6 mol mol−1 of RuO2. Thus it is derived that the R-M-
200 (Fig. 2B) material has the structural formula as [RuO2, 0.6H2O]
0.14H2O. Fig. 6C shows the TG analysis of R-M-350 and weight
losses of 1% and 3.5% are observed for physisorbed and chemically
bounded water molecules (structural water), respectively. Hence,
structural water equals to 0.3 moles of water molecules per mole
of RuO2. Therefore the structural formula of R-M-350, is derived
as [RuO2·0.3H2O] 0.08H2O from TGA. It is interesting to note that
about 0.3 mol of H2O are present even after calcination of RuO2 at
350 ◦C (in R-M-350). These values are comparable to the reported
water molecules determined in RuO2 [29]. For both R-M-200 and
R-M-350 samples, the exothermic water loss reported for R-M-80
sample between 100 ◦C and 350 ◦C is also observed. Finally, around
1% of total weight loss is observed from R-M-600 (Fig. 6D) from
which the structural formula can be determined as [RuO2·0.05H2O]
0.03H2O.

3.2. Electrochemical performance for OER

The current–potential curves for the oxygen evolution reaction
are compared in Fig. 7 for the as prepared catalyst under microwave
radiation (R-M-80) with the classically prepared catalyst (R-C-80).
For R-M-80, the oxygen evolution begins around 1.4 V vs. RHE in
0.5 M H2SO4 medium. But at higher potentials, the catalyst becomes
inactive, as observed with the decrease of the current density
on the polarization curve. Similarly, R-C-80 presents an oxygen
higher potentials, but R-M-80 catalyst allows reaching higher cur-
rent density than R-C-80. In addition to higher current density, the
microwave route was chosen to synthesize RuO2 nanoparticles by
Instant method due to a lower synthesis time and a better control
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Fig. 4. (A) TEM image of R-M-200 sample, (B) TEM image of R-M-350 sam

f the temperature resulting in uniform RuO2 nanoparticles which
ould have led to the higher current density observed for the OER
n R-M-80 than on R-C-80.
The electrochemical studies in acid medium have also been per-
ormed for the compounds annealed at different temperatures.
he catalyst annealed at 200 ◦C (R-M-200) was chosen since the
ommencement of X-ray diffraction peaks is observed after 200 ◦C
Fig. 1). On the TEM image shown in Fig. 4A, R-M-200 is found to
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ig. 5. Raman spectra of the ruthenium oxide samples prepared at different tem-
eratures.
C) HRTEM image of R-M-350 sample, (D) TEM image of R-M-600 sample.

have a uniform nanoparticles size as found in R-M-80 sample with
a slight increase in particle size. This may be due to the hydrous
as well as poorly crystalline oxide, which is evidenced by in situ
XRD (Fig. 1) and also slight increase in particle size is demonstrated
by the shift in the peak position of the Raman spectra (Fig. 5).
The catalyst R-M-200 is tested for OER and the oxygen evolution
begins before 1.4 V vs. RHE with a large current density, but this
current density decreases drastically at higher potentials (Fig. 8).
The reason for the larger current and instability of the catalyst at
higher potential may be related to the hydrous nature of the cat-
alytic material. The annealing temperature of the catalyst is further
increased to 350 ◦C, the obtained catalyst (R-M-350) demonstrated
the anodic oxygen evolution with a more important current density
and also current density is found to increase with increasing poten-
tial. When the ruthenium oxide compound is further annealed to
600 ◦C, the polarization curve for the oxygen evolution is not stable
at higher potentials. The decrease in activity of the R-M-600 cata-
lyst at high potentials may be related to the loss of water molecules
which favor aggregation process of nanoparticles (Fig. 4D), lead-
ing to a decrease in the accessibility for the active surface sites of
the catalyst. The crystallite growth process evidenced from XRD
measurements (Fig. 2) may also participate to the decrease of the
catalyst active surface area. This work confirms the influence of
annealing temperature or crystallinity of RuO2 on the anodic evo-
lution of oxygen in acid medium. However, it is very difficult in the

case of R-M-600 catalyst to explain the unstable behavior observed
during OER (Fig. 8). The morphology, stability and electro-catalytic
activity for oxygen evolution of the electrode material depends
greatly on the preparation conditions [26], increasing the electroac-
tive surface area and accessibility to active sites [28,29].
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tially to lower values in few minutes, which shows the instability
of the catalyst at the potential employed for long time. Due to the
hydrous nature, the Ru–Ru bond may not be strong enough in R-
Tempe

Fig. 6. TG analysis of RuO2 (A) R-M-80; (B) R-M-200; (C) R-M-350; an

.3. O2 evolution measurement

To measure the evolution of the molecular O2 generated during
he reaction, the chronoamperometric measurements are per-
ormed at a particular potential for a specified time. For each
atalyst, the potential differs and is chosen according to the stability
f the catalyst at that particular potential (Fig. 7). The chronoam-
erometric measurements have been performed at 1.5 V, 1.6 V and
.45 V vs. RHE for R-M-200, R-M-350 and R-M-600, respectively,
s the surface of the electrode is quite stable at this potential.
ig. 9A–C shows the representative chronoamperograms for R-M-
00, R-M-350 and R-M-600, for 60 min, in order to monitor the
urrent decrease until a steady state is achieved.
An integrated apparatus is designed, to quantify gas-volumetric
GV) measurements in the reaction. The accurate weight measure-

ent of water displaced by the oxygen evolved during the course
f the reaction is determined. Oxygen bubble adhered to the elec-
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ig. 7. Polarization curves of RuO2 for Oxygen evolution reaction in 0.5 M H2SO4 at
scan rate v = 10 mV s−1 and T = 25 ◦C.
 (°C)

R-M-600 (solid lines: weight, dashed lines: temperature difference).

trode surface can decrease the available active sites for the reaction
and may affect the peak currents. Thus the catalyst is placed in the
solution by keeping the working electrode horizontally (catalyst
upwards), to reduce the rest of the evolved gas bubble on the sur-
face of the catalyst. As a result of oxygen evolution, the pressure
inside the reactor flask increases causing the water flow from spiral
tube water reservoir toward the collection chamber, and quantified
by the electronic balance until the reaction ends.

The oxidation current by the catalyst R-M-200 initially shows
large current values (Fig. 9A). This current density drops exponen-
M-200 and thus unstable for long time. In case of R-M-350, initially
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Fig. 8. Polarization curves of RuO2 samples annealed at different temperatures for
oxygen evolution reaction in 0.5 M H2SO4 at a scan rate v = 10 mV s−1 and at T = 25 ◦C.
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ig. 9. Anodic current density recorded in course of oxygen evolution measurement
n 0.5 M H2SO4 solution by (A) R-M-200 at 1.5 V vs. RHE; (B) R-M-350 at 1.6 V vs.
HE; and (C) R-M-600 at 1.45 V vs. RHE (T = 25 ◦C).

he current drop is observed, but stabilizes to a constant current
alue (ca. 3 mA cm−2) after a short time. Fig. 9B shows the sta-
le current density at the applied voltage 1.6 V vs. RHE, for the

eriod of time monitored. R-M-600 catalyst exhibited less current
ensity at 1.45 V vs. RHE (Fig. 9C). The observed current value is
ound to be stable for the period of time. The higher synthesis
emperature of R-M-600 caused the sintering and crystallisation
f the material, thus leading to decrease in the surface area, loss
ources 196 (2011) 4044–4053

of the hydration of the ruthenium oxide compound and poor pro-
ton conductivity, which resulted to yield low current density. For
the continuous evolution of oxygen, when the catalyst employed
in PEM electrolysers, it is important to have a good stability over
the range of potentials applied for a long time. But the succes-
sive cyclic voltammograms in the potential range between 1.1 V
and 1.8 V vs. RHE, and 0.9 V and 1.5 V vs. RHE, illustrated the non
regenerative active surface for R-M-200 and R-M-600 catalysts
(Figs. SI1 and SI2, supporting information). Therefore neither too
low nor too high annealing temperatures of the catalyst are best
suited for this application. Thus the optimum temperature to syn-
thesise the catalyst for the evolution of oxygen is found to be 350 ◦C
by the present method. The mechanism of oxygen evolution by
metal oxide involves the discharge of the water molecules at the
surface to form adsorbed hydroxyl radicals. This adsorbed hydroxyl
radicals are electrochemically oxidized to oxygen or to higher oxide
state of the metal, which decompose to yield oxygen. The pres-
ence of more active sites on the surface of the metal oxide for the
adsorption of hydroxyl radicals determines the better performance
of the catalyst toward the anodic oxygen evolution reaction. The
annealing temperature for the preparation of R-M-350 favoured the
uniform distribution of particles with better physical and chemical
stability toward O2 evolution at 1.6 V.

The amount of evolved oxygen by the metal oxide R-M-350 dur-
ing electrolysis was compared to the measurement of the faradic
charge at constant voltage estimated by integrating the area of the
chronoamperogram (Fig. 9B). The current integration at 1.6 V for
60 min is found to be ca. 18 C. As the oxygen evolution is a four elec-
tron process, the number of moles for this process is found to be
almost equal to 4.6 × 10−5 mol. The amount of oxygen simultane-
ously recovered was 1.2 mL, which corresponds to 5.04 × 10−5 mol.
This result indicates that the whole faradic charge was employed
for the generation of oxygen.

3.4. Supercapacitive property studies

It is noteworthy that at low temperatures, the amorphous phase
is acquired which is normally less stable at higher energies. This
amorphous or hydrous RuO2 is feasible for supercapacitor appli-
cation, since the protons can easily permeate through the bulk of
the amorphous RuO2 electrode and whole amount of electrode is
utilized for energy storage.

The practical potential window is set from 0.3 V to 1.2 V vs. RHE
in 0.5 M H2SO4, to avoid the faradic process. For the specific capaci-
tance measurements, 0.0136 mg of the material is deposited on the
polished glassy carbon electrode. The capacitance of the material
is determined by calculating the average of the charge and dis-
charge current values. The specific capacitance (C) of the material
is determined by Eq. (2):

C = I

(dE/dt) × m
(2)

where I is the average of charge–discharge current in amperes
(dE/dt) is the scan rate in mV s−1 and m is the mass in mg of the
active material deposited on the working electrode. In aqueous
acid electrolytes, the fundamental charge storage process is proton
insertion into the bulk material.

Fig. 10 shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of the ruthenium
oxide electrodes measured as a function of the potential scan rate
in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. The potential scan rate was varied from
5 mV s−1 to 50 mV s−1, in order to evaluate the high-rate capabil-

ity of the ruthenium oxide in the selected potential window. The
specific capacitances for the RuO2 materials annealed at different
temperatures are determined and illustrated in Table 1. The gen-
eral shape of the CVs remains unchanged with the scan rate, which
shows that the iR loss is insignificant within the scan rate range
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ig. 10. Cyclic voltammograms recorded at different scan rates (a = 5 mV s−1; b = 25
-M-80; (B) R-M-200; (C) R-M-350; and (D) R-M-600.

tudied. All CV curves are almost symmetrical to zero potential
ine. The hydrous R-M-80 demonstrates the specific capacitance of
96 F g−1 at the scan rate of 5 mV s−1 (Fig. 10A). When the scan rate

s increased to 25 mV s−1 and 50 mV s−1, the specific capacitance
ecreased to 275 F g−1 and 270 F g−1, respectively.

In Fig. 10B, the material R-M-200 (hydrous and partially
rystalline ruthenium oxide) shows rectangular shaped cyclic
oltammograms at all potential scan rates with a steep change
n the current flow direction at each limit of the potential win-
ow. The specific capacitance for this hydrous RuO2 (R-M-200),
eaches the maximum value of 716 F g−1 at 5 mV s−1. The anhydrous
uthenium oxide film was demonstrated as an ideal capacitor by
alizzioli et al. [30]. The amorphous and hydrous ruthenium oxide

ormed by the sol–gel method found to have the specific capaci-
ance of 768 F g−1 [7] at the scan rate of 2 mV s−1, whereas in the
hin film formed by electrochemical deposition on titanium sub-
trate, it was observed to be the maximum of 788 F g−1, at the scan
ate of 10 mV s−1 [31]. These values are comparable with the results

btained by this microwave assisted “Instant method”, as the syn-
hesis facilitates the specific capacitance of 737 F g−1 at the scan
ate of 2 mV s−1 for R-M-200, shown in Fig. 10B as dotted lines.
urther experiments are carried out by changing the sweep rate on

able 1
pecific capacitance measured at different scan rates in 0.5 M H2SO4 of RuO2 mate-
ials annealed at different temperatures from 80 ◦C to 600 ◦C.

Scan rate (mV s−1) Specific capacitance (F g−1)

5 25 50

R-M-80 396 275 270
R-M-200 716 667 648
R-M-350 183 145 133
R-M-600 88 40 29
1; c = 50 mV s−1; dotted lines = 2 mV s−1), in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution for the catalyst (A)

the R-M-200 sample. When the scan rate increased to 25 mV s−1

and 50 mV s−1, the specific capacitance decreased to 667 F g−1 and
648 F g−1, respectively. At lower sweep rates, the proton gets more
amount of time to access the bulk of the oxide. Hence, the specific
capacitance increases with decrease in scan rate.

The change in the magnitude of the current value is observed
with different annealed temperatures. Sato et al. observed the
influence of capacitance with the oxidation temperature on RuO2
composites [32]. The specific capacitance of RuO2 R-M-350 shows
the maximum value of 183 F g−1 at 5 mV s−1, and it further
decrease to 145 F g−1 and 133 F g−1, when the scan rate increases
to 25 mV s−1 and 50 mV s−1 respectively. The charge and discharge
currents decrease with increase in treatment temperature. As the
annealing temperature of the ruthenium oxide material is fur-
ther increased, the specific capacitance of R-M-600 drastically
decreased to 88 F g−1, 40 F g−1 and 29 F g−1 at the scan rate of
5 mV s−1, 25 mV s−1 and 50 mV s−1, respectively. Subramanian et al.
[33] observed the specific capacitance for the crystalline RuO2
by Non-ionic surfactant templating method, and found a value of
58 F g−1 at the scan rate of 2 mV s−1.

In the potential range from 0.3 V to 1.2 V vs. RHE, the energy
storage behavior can be attributed to the non-faradaic reversible
process called the Double-layer capacitance, as the CVs are stable
for the subsequent cycles in this potential window. In the dou-
ble layer field, Juodkazis et al. [34] proposed that the formation of
ion-pair was envisaged during charging and discharging process,
following Eq. (3).

RuO2·H2O ↔ RuO2
+·(OH−)ads + H+ + e(CB)

− (3)
where RuO+
2 and e−

(CB) represent holes and electrons in valence
and conduction bands, respectively. The double layer current
capacitance in the potential region between 0.6 and 1.2 V ascribed
to reversible adsorption/desorption of OH− ions on the surface of
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uO2 phase. Thus the adsorption of anions at 0.6 V in the anodic
can and adsorption of cations in the cathodic scan at 0.8 V was
eported by Sugimoto et al. [35].

It was studied in hydrous ruthenium oxide, that the low poros-
ty causes depletion of the electrolyte adsorbed and decrease
n power density during charge/discharge measurement [36,37].
venthough the compound R-M-80 is more hydrous than R-M-
00 (Fig. 2A), the ratio of RuO2 to H2O in R-M-80 is comparably

ower and thus may also lower the specific capacitance of R-M-80
ompared with R-M-200. Zheng et al. [7] explained that for the pro-
on transport, the activation energy was low when the ruthenium
xide material was annealed at critical temperature and the max-
mum specific capacitance was always obtained at a temperature
lose to the phase transition from amorphous to crystalline mate-
ial. It is well agreed with our experimental results that R-M-200
as the maximum specific capacitance, as the commencement of
he amorphous to crystalline phase transition is observed at this
emperature.

.5. Structure and activity relationship

The water plays a crucial role for the synthesis of RuO2 in
his “Instant method”, as it is the source of oxygen for the effec-
ive formation of metal oxide. The addition of Li2CO3 facilitates
he formation of uniform nanoparticles of RuO2 by adsorption on
he surface of metal oxide and avoids the growth of nanoparti-
les. Trasatti and Lodi [8] reported that the anhydrous RuO2 has
he rutile structure, which composed of RuO6 octahedra, having
our oxygen ions at 1.984 Å and two axial oxygen ions at 1.942 Å.
his study reveals the fact that the electrochemical response is
irectly related to the crystallinity of the material. The current
ensity for the oxygen evolution reaction declines with increas-

ng crystallinity and specific electrochemical features begin to
merge. When the annealing temperature increases the water
ontent in the hydrous RuO2·xH2O decreases and this material
ecomes progressively more ordered; this is evidenced by in situ
RD measurements. As the RuO6 octahedra is three dimension-
lly ordered, its electronic conductivity found to be increased. In
he present study for the anodic oxygen evolution reaction, the
ell ordered crystalline RuO2 (R-M-350) establishes better activ-

ty and stability. It was reported that the Ru oxidation state is
redominantly + IV, which makes the compound extremely elec-
rochemically stable [35]. The larger Ru–Ru distance in hydrous
-M-200 and the loss of active sites on the surface of highly crys-
alline R-M-600 led to the deprived performance toward anodic
xygen evolution. Thus the better electrochemical activity for
ER requires more interconnected RuO6 octahedra as well as

he structural water content as found in R-M-350 ([RuO2·0.3H2O]
.08H2O).

The hydrous RuO2 exhibits excellent super capacitor character-
stics with high charge density distributed across a wide double
ayer potential window. According to Zheng and Jow [38], amor-
hous Ru oxides allow the whole bulk of RuO2 to be utilized for
nergy storage due to the fast proton transport rates. The fur-
her increase in the oxidation temperature results in utilizing only
he surface of the oxide. The proton transport rate is decreased
nd not all of the bulk oxide is utilized. Maximum capacitance is
btained when both electron and proton transport rates are opti-
ized. Removal of total structural water from RuO2 (R-M-600)

esults in lowering the proton transport through the oxide. The
ower charge density for the highly crystalline sample (R-M-600)

s attributed to the lower hydration and thus becomes surface
ensitive with the less participation of the bulk. Hence, at higher
urrent densities mass transfer becomes limiting and the capaci-
ance start decreasing. The specific capacitance of RuO2 was found
o be sensitive to the crystalline structure [7], as the lattice of the
per RuO2 molecule (©) specific capacitance of various RuO2·xH2O as a function of
annealing temperature.

material is rigid and is difficult to expand for the insertion of pro-
tons. Thus the crystalline nature of the electrode (above 200 ◦C
annealed samples), limits supercapacitor performance through the
surface charge transfers reaction.

The mechanism of surface charge generation can be enumerated
as: surface dissociation, ion adsorption from solution, and crys-
tal lattice defect. The increase in the current values of the cyclic
voltammograms can also be explained in terms of the oxide surface
hydration phenomenon. Fig. 11 compares the specific capacitance,
the crystallite size and the amount of structural water content as a
function of temperature. The specific capacitance markedly differs
from hydrous to crystalline and depends on the ability to balance
both electron transport along the dioxo bridges and proton transfer
through structural water necessary for charge storage. The proton
transfer is well balanced by the hydrous RuO2 (R-M-200) which
enhanced the specific capacitance to 737 F g−1 at a scan rate of
2 mV s−1. At higher temperatures, crystalline RuO2 is obtained but
leads to the inhibition of proton insertion resulting in decrease
of capacitive current. An optimum mixed percolation conduction
mechanism where separate percolation paths provide protonic and
electronic conduction has also been proposed [39]. Additionally,
when the annealing temperature for R-M-80 increases, the loss of
structural water molecules leads to the increase in size of RuO2
(Fig. 11). For R-M-200, a slight increase of particle size (1.7 nm)
is observed from TEM measurement and the value of structural
water content is found to be 0.6 mol per RuO2. Thus it approaches a
nominal composition of hydrous RuO2 which provides a fast proton
transfer [7]. The increase in annealing temperature to 350 ◦C led to
drastic increase in average size of RuO2 nanocrystals to 19 nm with
0.3 mol of structural water molecules for R-M-350, facilitating bet-
ter electronic conduction [29]. Considering the further increase of
heat treatment temperature, it resulted in a large increase in the
average size of RuO2 (up to 23 nm for R-M-600). The increase of the
RuO2 particle size is accompanied by a loss of real surface area of the
material. Therefore, the decrease of the capacitance as expressed
per unit mass of material for RuO2 materials annealed at temper-
ature higher than 200 ◦C could mainly be due to the decrease of
the real active surface area, even if the change in structural water
content has also to be considered. Thus this study infers that the
hydrous regions within the RuO2 nanoparticles allow facile pro-
ton permeation into the bulk material for efficient charge storage

while the interconnected RuO6 octahedra accounts for the elec-
tronic conduction. Thus, the tailoring of RuO2 material - hydrous
RuO2 for super capacitor and crystalline RuO2 as catalyst for OER,
can be made by the present method for the various electrochemical
applications.
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. Conclusions

RuO2 nanoparticles are synthesized by “Instant method” under
icrowave radiation. The microwave assisted “Instant method” is

apid, cheap and resulting in homogeneous crystalline RuO2 nanos-
ructures. This method is effective for synthesizing catalysts active
oward the OER and also for synthesizing the hydrous RuO2, which
s most viable for supercapacitor applications. This study highlights
he feasibility of RuO2 materials for various applications by a single
ynthetic route. Simplicity and economic viability makes this syn-
hesis very attractive and also the method is efficient to scale-up to a

acro level, which exhibits the same physical and electrochemical
roperties.

For the anodic oxygen evolution in 0.5 M H2SO4, the microwave
ynthesized RuO2 catalyst shown increased current density than
he catalyst prepared by classical heating method. The character-
zations of the sample R-M-80 indicate a chemical composition of
RuO2·2.6H2O] 0.7H2O (TGA), the formation of uniform nanopar-
icles of hydrous RuO2 with an average diameter of 1.5 nm (TEM),
n amorphous nature (XRD); but the Raman spectra demonstrated
he characteristic spectrum of Rutile type RuO2. After annealing
he as-prepared ruthenium oxide compound at 350 ◦C (R-M-350),
he structural formula is derived as [RuO2·0.3H2O] 0.08H2O from
GA. The formation of well defined nanostructured RuO2 crystals
n R-M-350 is substantiated by XRD, Raman and TEM analysis.
he material R-M-350 acquired to have better stability and elec-
rocatalytic activity toward OER. The quantitative measurement
or the oxygen evolution using crystalline R-M-350 appears to be
ffective and reliable with the electrical energy supplied for the
xygen evolution reaction. However, the hydrous R-M-200 mate-
ial exhibits the structural formula as [RuO2·0.6 H2O] 0.14H2O,
rovides high power capability, excellent reversibility for a wide
otential and thus exhibits larger capacitance. The specific capaci-
ance of R-M-200 is found to be 737 F g−1 at the scan rate of 2 mV s−1

nd it decreases with the annealing temperature or crystallinity to
8 F g−1 at 5 mV s−1 for R-M-600.

ppendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
he online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.11.149.
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